Abstract. The paper discusses a way to deploy a given number of point light sources in the interior to provide required illuminance levels and uniformity of the working plane by using a genetic algorithm. Furthermore a genetic algorithm has been used to generate a proper luminous intensity distribution curve of multiple luminaires to meet the given criteria for the reference plane of the model room for predefined luminaire positions.
Interior Lighting
Interior lighting systems of work places on the territory of the Czech Republic have to be designed to meet among others the Czech Technical Standard ČSN EN 12464 -1 [1] Light and lighting -Lighting of work places -Part 1: Indoor work places.
For this project an administrative model room has been chosen of dimensions 10 m x 5 m, 4 meters high with luminaires 3.5 m above the floor. This model room was chosen to serve for handwriting, writing on typewriters, reading and processing data according to reference number 5.26.2 [1] . For this instance there are several conditions that have to be met: The maintenance factor MF , defining the depreciation of design level luminous flux over the course of operation, has not been taken into account for the chosen model room. In other words, the emitted luminous flux from the point light sources and reflectances of the surfaces will stay constant over time. As a result the mentioned Maintained Average Illuminance M E will become also the design illuminance, required at the beginning of the maintenance period.
Unified Glare Rating can be calculated by the following equation In this project simplified point light sources have been used, meaning that they are only defined by position, rotation and a luminous intensity distribution curve. Because they have no surface area, their luminance is infinite and they have no solid angle seen from any observer, therefore the L UGR requirement cannot be met.
Furthermore calculations of luminous flux have been made without the consideration of light spectrum making parameter a R needless to deal with.
Photometric Value Calculation
The illuminance E of a planar surface is the areal density of luminous flux incident on the surface [2] :
dΦ is the luminous flux incident on a surface dA is the surface's area Luminous intensity I is the amount of luminous flux contained in a given solid angle. For a direction defined by angle γ is luminous intensity of this angle defined as follows [2] :
dΦ is the amount of luminous flux contained in the solid angle dΩ dΩ is the solid angle with its axis pointing in direction γ
The used point light sources' spatial luminous flux distribution is defined by a luminous intensity distribution curve symmetrical about the vertical axis. To obtain the illuminance of a surface according to figure 1 the following equation can be used: To achieve more accurate luminous flux spatial distribution calculation results for the chosen indoor space, reflections from surfaces have been taken into account. Walls, ceiling and floor of the model room have been chosen to be painted with white matte interior paint. Having this in mind the simple but in this instance relatively accurate diffuse reflection model has been used for the surface reflection calculations of the model room.
If we take reflections into account, every point of the room's surfaces will become a secondary light source as seen in figure 2. °°, β 90 0  Point P can also light up another surface creating multiple reflections. Reflectance ρ is the ratio of the reflected radiant or luminous flux to the incident flux in the given conditions [3] . Reflectances of the model room's surfaces are 0.8 for the ceiling, 0.5 for the walls and 0.2 for the floor meaning that 80, 50 or 20 % of light respectively will be reflected. Luminous flux will thus fade away with each reflection making it sufficient, for a certain degree of accuracy, to calculate only the first few reflections.
To make it possible to compute the luminous flux incident on the surfaces of the model room with reflections included, the finite element method has been used, i.e. surfaces have been divided into smaller facets. The more facets participate in luminous flux distribution calculations, the more time-consuming the calculations will become but results will be more accurate.
Reflections and Radiosity
Radiosity is a global illumination algorithm used in 3D computer graphics rendering [5] . Radiosity and the chosen model room surfaces use the same Lambertian reflectance making it possible to use Radiosity procedures within this project.
After applying the finite element method (dividing the surfaces of the model room into smaller facets), the initial luminous flux incident [4] on the facets can be calculated. All facets in visual contact with point light sources will receive a portion of their luminous flux according their distances and rotations. For the instance of the model room, all facets will receive an initial luminous flux from the used light sources.
After the initial luminous flux incidents have been calculated for each facet and reflectances ρ have been applied, the facets' reflected luminous fluxes are know as well as their luminous distribution curves. From this point on, the following step can be done n-times for n-reflections: 
Reference Plane Illuminance
The reference plane has to be divided into facets similarly to the previous calculations. Each reference plane facet receives luminous flux directly from light sources and from visible facets from the rest of the model room as calculated in the previous chapter. To calculate average illuminance of a facet from incident luminous flux equation EQ2 can be used.
Interior Lightning System Consideration
The paper consider two task of lighting system design. The first is based on knowledge of a used lighting sources. Therefore the luminous intensity distribution curve and count of sources are known. The lightning system design only consist of determination of suitable position of the sources. This case is further called as "lighting sources positions design".
Opposite approach is considered in the second case. The known position of the sources and their count are prescribed. The algorithm tries to find suitable solution of luminous intensity curve here. This case is further called as "luminous intensity curve design"
Both task have common part of phenotype where the target average illuminance and lighting uniformity are requested. There are moreover an expectation of symmetry in case of source position design results and similar an expectation of lighting source efficiency in case of luminous curve design results.
Lighting Sources Positions Design
The DNA was defined by several floating point values, which defined the x and y coordinates of each lighting source and the last one defined the multiple of luminous intensity curve. The variable multiple ensured that the target illuminance can be always reached and its limits were set between 10 and 10 4 . The resulting luminous intensity was get from equation:
Where M is the searched multiple and C f is normalized luminous curve function. The coordinate's limits were set according to the model room dimensions 10 m x 5 m. The fitness function was prescribed as follows: There is strict prescription of lighting uniformity in the defined fitness function. Authors chose it by the idea that the minimal uniformity had to be reached and then the symmetry of the result is most important.
Luminous Intensity Curve Design
It was very difficult to design the DNA of the luminous intensity curve. It had to be ensured the variability of the results while there was not any negative intensity for any angle. Authors defined following function in the end: The definition of each parameter limits secured that there could not be the case of negative intensity value:  2 , 1 , It is obvious that the defined function restricts the set of solutions. So the results must be considered as optimum for this set and not as a global optimum. The fitness function was prescribed as follows: There is smoother rule for lighting uniformity that at least minimal uniformity must be reached. So it could be also higher in the results. The efficiency was considered by the calculated luminous flux. In case that the minimal uniformity and target average illuminance are fulfilled the minimization of the luminous flux is requsted.
Settings of GA for Presented Solution
Two ideas were studied as it was described in previous sections. The similar GA settings were used in both of them, which are described in the table 1. Explanation and some specification of the rows in the table are made in further sections. The count of generations was different for solutions of "lighting sources positions design" and "luminous intensity curve design". The solution with defined lighting curve took more time to be found. So there were set 100 generation in this case. The count of 50 generation seemed to be sufficient for the solutions with "luminous intensity curve design". 
First population
Random with uniform probability
Termination condition Reaching the maximum of generations

Generations
100/ 50
Population size 200
Recombination probability 90 % Mutation probability 15 %
Parent selection mechanism
Tournament: 1 best of 4
Mutation mechanism non-uniform
Survival selection elitism
Parent Selection Mechanism
There are some known possibilities how to select good solutions to the next step of the algorithm. Our early algorithm used the "roulette selection" mechanism. This type of selection is based on probability given to each member according to their fitness function. Each member could be then randomly selected to the next generation with its probability. However the prepared algorithm suffers from premature convergence. This problem is quite common in case of roulette selection. If there is an excellent member in comparison to others in the population, then it has extremely high probability to be several times selected to the next generation. The recombination process is then useless, because the whole population is created almost from the same DNA.
The searched value of luminous flux in the defined genotypes made big differences in resulting fitness functions. The value of illuminance highly depends on used (found) level of luminous flux. Other parameters in the genotype have much lower effect. Therefore even good DNAs could be removed from the population if their value of luminous flux is too high or too low. After removing the luminous flux from the genotypes, the GA algorithm works well, but we were forced to consider only the lighting uniformity.
The premature convergence was fixed by "tournament selection" eventually. The tournament selection takes randomly a small group of members. Then the defined count of members with highest fitness in the group continues to the next generation. Both the size of the selected group and the count of advancing members provide probability to take the low fitness members to the next generation.
The tournament selection "1 best of 4" was used in case of our solutions.
Mutation Mechanism
The described algorithm used the non-uniform mutation with normal distribution. This type of mutation exhibits lower changes in the genotype than the uniform mutation. Also the amount of the change could be simply controlled by the standard deviation of normal distribution. We use the fact that approximately 2/3 of samples lie within the interval of standard deviation. The mutation process contain following steps:  The DNA values were selected randomly by the probability of mutation. 
The samples from defined normal distribution was added to selected DNA values. 
The changed DNA values were cut to fit their bounds.
Survival Selection
The GA is like stochastic method of searching solutions. Note that the new generation is created from the previous one by involving members with some probability. So there is always some probability that the best solution would be replaced by the worse one during transition between two generation.
The problem can be eliminated by some survival mechanism. Authors used the elitism in the presented solution. Elitism means to take the best solution always to the next generation.
There were taken two members of the best solution in the algorithm. First one was not allowed to change its DNA, so the mutation was forbidden here. The second member was allowed to be affected by mutation, so there was let the possibility to continue of searching starting from this point.
Results of the Algorithm
The results of GA are shown in figure 3 . For all solutions the minimal lighting uniformity and the target value of average illuminance were satisfied. The figures from a) to d) represents results of lighting sources position design for defined luminous intensity curve, which is shown above each solution. There can be done comparison among three types of luminous intensity curves all with six lighting sources in figures a)-c). The case a) represents very narrow curve, which is given by:
The figure b) represents purely cosine source and figure c) include also sine part so it is the widest from all three studied curves:
The figures from e) to g) represents design of luminous intensity curve for defined positions of lighting sources, which are described in table 4. Note that the resulting lighting uniformity can be more than the required value 0.6. This was very important. For instance in case of solution e), the GA was not able to find smaller uniformity than 0.7 for a given description of luminous intensity curve given by equation (9).
Some test was also made to compare both design methods. The solution in figure d) was found for luminous intensity curve, which was the result for defined positions described in the fourth row of the table 4. 
Conclusion and Result Consideration
As expected the wider the luminous intensity curve is the GA found the positions of lighting sources in greater distance from walls. For very narrow curves as in case of figure 3a), there appeared regular grid pattern as optimal solution. The grid pattern can be found also in case of the cosine source in figure 3b) . But in this case the pattern is somehow rotated for specific angle. This rotation was probably caused by the restriction to get the exact value of lighting uniformity. The biggest distances between ligthing sources are in case of solution c). The GA always tried to set the sources in the diagonal of the room for several runs of the algorithm. It was difficult to design the positions with lighting uniformity exatly 0.6 here. So it would be suitable to make some changes in the requirements or decrease the count of sources in this solution.
As it was said above, the tests a)-d) were ended after 100 generation. It must be note that there was still good possibility that the fitness function might get lower values. However the better solution would be found by spending more time and only symmetry would get better.
The solution in figure 3d ) represents the found position for luminous curve determined by another GA working with defined positions in table 4 row 4. In both cases the exact value 0.6 of lighting uniformity was reached. Though both positions are not equal, there can be seen some similarity. The luminous curves in figures 3d)-g) were found for specified positions. Solutions e) and f) consist six lighting sources and solutions d) and g) consist four lighting sources. Also from these result is sure that the wider luminous curves were found for sources with higher distance from the walls. The GAs are not able to find exact solutions as common deterministic algorithms. Therefore several runs of the same settings gave different but similar results. This must be taken into account in case of design application. 
